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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
A container and a lid therefor in which the rim of the 

container has a U-shaped raised portion which is engaged 
by a complementary shaped portion on the lid to secure 
the lid to the rim of the container. 

This invention relates to improvements in a can or 
container and the lid therefor. 
One of the objects of this invention is to provide a can 

or container with‘ a top rim and a removable lid so con 
structed that paint and other foreign ‘material will not 
?ll any portion of the top rim and thereby prevent the 
reseating of the removable lid. 

In conventional containers or cans for containing paint 
or the like, the friction groove of the top rim of the can 
or container usually ?lls with paint as the container is 
being used. This makes it difficult and in many cases 
impossible to reseat the removable lid in the friction 
groove to close the can. With the present invention these 
objections are overcome in that the rim and lid are so 
constructed that irrespective of the paint or like material 
which gathers in the rim it cannot interfere with the 
reseating of the lid. Thus, an effective closing of the can 
is possible at all times. 

Other objects will become apparent as this description 
progresses. 

In the drawings: 
FIGURE 1 is a side view of the container with the lid 

applied. 
FIGURE 2 is a top plan view of ‘same, and 
FIGURE 3 is an enlarged sectional view taken on line 

3-3 of FIGURE 2, and also showing the lid unseated in 
broken lines. 
The can or container, generally indicated by the nu 

meral 10, comprises a circular body 12, a bottom 14 
secured to the body 12, and a rim generally indicated at 
16 secured to the top of the body. 
The rim 16 is of circular shape and is formed to com 

prise an inner vertical wall 18 which terminates at its 
lower end in a rolled bead 19. The upper portion of the 
wall 18 is curved or arcuate shaped to form a rolled top 
surface 20 which continues downwardly, with an outer 
spaced vertical wall 22 which continues laterally with 
a horizontal bottom section 24, which continues verti 
cally upwardly to form a spaced vertical wall 26, which 
then continues outwardly to form a rolled top surface 
28 to receive therewithin the rolled upper edge 30‘ of the 
body 12 of the container. The upper edge 30 continues 
downwardly as at 32 Within the downwardly extending 
portion 34 of the rim. The downwardly extending portion 
32 of the can body is turned inwardly and upwardly and 
terminates at an edge 36. The downwardly extending 
portion 34 of the rim continues around the edge 36 
of the can body as at 38 and terminates in a downwardly 
extending end 40. The rim is thus interlocked with the 
top of the can or container. The inner vertical wall 18 
of the rim is adjacent the central can opening 42. The 
rolled top surface 20 extends above the plane of any 
other portion of the rim. 
The lid generally indicated at 44 is of circular shape 

and comprises a central flat portion 46 with an annular 
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raised portion 48 which continues downwardly to form 
a ‘bend 50 and continues upwardly to form a reverse 
bend 54, and then continues downwardly to form a ver 
tical wall 56, then is curved to form a bend as at 58 
and continues upwardly to form a spaced inner vertical 
wall 59 which curves to form a rolled-up top portion 
‘60 and then continues downwardly to form an outer wall 
62 which terminates in an outwardly turned edge 64. The 
rolled-over top portion 60 of the lid extends above the 
top portion 54 of the lid. 
The rolled portion 20 and the spaced vertical walls 18 

and 22 of the rim form an inverted U-shaped con?gura 
tion, and the portion of the lid comprising the rolled 
over portion 60 and spaced vertical walls 59 and 62 
likewise form an inverted U-shaped con?guration, which 
may be termed the ‘seating portion of the lid. The lid has 
a U-shaped portion formed by the walls 56, 59 and bend 
57 and an adjacent inverted U-shaped seating portion. 
As best seen in FIG. 3, the inverted U-shaped portion 

of the lid seats on and engages the inverted U-shaped por 
tion of the rim. As will be seen, the rolled-over top por 
tion '60 of the lid seats on and embraces the rolled top 
surface 20 of the rim, with the vertical wall 59 of the lid 
contiguous to and in engagement with the vertical wall 
18 of the rim and the outer wall 62 of the lid contiguous 
to ‘and in engagement with the upper portion of the verti 
cal wall 22 of the rim. 

Since both the rim and the lid are made of metal, a 
certain amount of “give” and compression of the metal 
takes place in the rim and the lid to effect a sealing there 
between. For example, the bend 20 and the vertical walls 
18 and 22 of the inverted U-shaped portion of the rim 
will be compressed inwardly when engaged by the com 
plementary inverted U-shaped portion of the lid. This 
effects a seal-tight ?t between the lid and the rim. 
The inverted U-shaped portion of the rim on which 

the lid seats cannot become ?lled with or covered by a 
paint or like material so as to a?ect the seating of the 
lid, for if any paint splashes or gets thereon it will, due 
to the shape of said member, roll down and will not ac 
cumulate on the surface, as would occur with containers 
having rims with conventional friction grooves in the 
rims. 

It will be understood that various changes and modi? 
cations may be made from the foregoing without depart 
ing from the spirit and scope of the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1; A container and a lid for closing said container, 

said container having a rim, said rim having a raised 
portion extending inwardly of the side wall of the cou~ 
tainer, said raised portion being of an inverted U-shape 
which comprises an outer vertical wall, a spaced inner 
vertical wall connected by an arcuate-shaped top to said 
outer vertical wall, said lid having a seating portion which 
is of an inverted U-shape which comprises an outer ver 
tical wall .and a spaced inner vertical wall connected by 
an arcuate-shaped top, said lid seating portion adapted 
to overlie and engage the raised portion of the rim with 
the vertical walls of the lid seating portion engaging the 
vertical walls of the rim raised portion, said outer vertical 
wall of the lid having a peripheral edge positioned in 
wardly of the side wall of the container. 

2. A structure de?ned in claim 1 in which the inner 
wall of the lid forms one side of a U-shaped con?guration 
which extends inwardly of said inner wall of the lid. 

3. A structure de?ned in claim 1 in which the inner 
vertical wall of the raised rim portion is adjacent the cen 
tral opening of the rim. 

4. A structure de?ned in claim 1 in which the outer 
wall of the raised portion of the rim is spaced inwardly 
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of the side of the container and in which the peripheral are compressed when the seating portion of the lid is 
edge of the lid is positioned in said space. in engagement therewith. 

5. A structure as de?ned in claim 1 in which the top _ 
of the raised portion extends ‘above the plane of any References Cited 
other portion of the rim. 5 UNITED STATES PATENTS 

‘6. A structure as de?ned in claim 1 in which the top 2 273 247 2/1942 Bamby et a1 ______ __>__ 22O_42 
of the seating portion of the lid extends above the plane 3:16O:542 12/1964 Foye _____________ __ 22O__42 
of any other portion of the rim. 

7. A structure de?ned in claim 1 which is made of JAMES B_ MARBERT, primary Exam,',w,-_ 
metal and in Which the spaced vertical walls of the rim l0 


